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Abstract
This paper re-approaches structural engineering through an interactive
perspective by introducing a series of tools that concatenate parametric design
with structural analysis, thus achieving interoperability between form and its
structural performance. Parametric Design is linked to Structural Analysis
using computer programming to establish a common interactive framework
that leads to performance based designs that respond to structural constrains
and conditions in an interactive manner. A series of examples illustrate the
synergy between form and structure by interactively modelling, analysing and
visualizing its response.

1. Introduction
The digital age has introduced new ways of approaching architectural design.
Modern digital tools (CAD), allow geometric freedom that in turn enables
designers to overcome traditional design boundaries and transform almost any
form into a constructible building. The development of complex forms in
architecture led to the transition from the traditional, static design approach, to
a “dynamic” process [1], [3] and forced computers to become “design
generators” [2] and CAD tools to move away from their conventional drafting
role. The development of generative design methods, or commonly parametric
design, enables the designer to describe mathematically complex forms and
explore new ones while understanding their conceptual functions.

Since building forms are becoming more complex, the engineering input is
becoming essential from the concept stages and the role of the engineer in a
design collaboration is enhanced. Despite that, there seems to be a gap
between the ways the two disciplines interact. While a concept form can be
shaped, understood and altered quickly by the architect, an engineer cannot
assess the data given in analogous speed. For a given free form shape,
developed with ease inside a Parametric CAD environment, extensive
analysis needs to take place on the engineering side for it to be structurally
assessed. Most of the times, the full behaviour is not fully understood due to
the time chasm between modelling, analysis and assessment and just static
performance feedback is returned for the shape analysed. Structural
constraints, such as performance of structural members or materials and
boundary conditions for example, are not controlled equally by Structural
Analysis software as opposed to the way geometrical constraints are treated by
Parametric Design software. Conceptual structural engineering of complex
shapes cannot follow the rapid and constantly shifting architectural object that
it is summoned to support. The digital design process needs to be enhanced
and be able to stimulate solutions which respond to structural performance and
conditions. There are a few examples that implement the notion of structural
performance models applied on specific projects as Phaeno Science Center [4]
and Lansdowne Road Stadium [5]. A more global example of performance
based design of roof trusses can be found in Ref [2]. Moreover, there are cases
that implement other types of data as lighting or thermal information to
generate performance based models [6].
This paper illustrates a synergy between the architectural shape and its
structural performance through an interactive link between a Parametric
Design tool, Grasshopper 3d [7], and a Structural Analysis Software,
Autodesk’s Robot Structural Analysis [8] and demonstrates how performance
can be incorporated into the design process in order to firstly generate an
analytical model of the given shape and secondly iterate between a set of
efficient structural solutions that apply to that shape.
2. Methodology
To illustrate an overview of a performance based structural design, a series of
definitions were assembled by linking together McNeal’s Grasshopper 3D and
Autodesk’s Robot Structural Analysis [19] using C# programming language.

Grasshopper 3d is a plugin built in .NET framework to access McNeal’s core
software, Rhinoceros 3d in order to control and manipulate geometry in a
generative manner. The functionality of Grasshopper 3D (GH) can be
extended by writing code in C# or VB .NET programming language to create
custom components. In parallel, Robot Structural Analysis (RSA) allows the
interaction with other software and the use of its Calculation Engine through
an Application Programming Interface (API).
At first, a distinction should be made between the way that CAD software and
FEM software understand and control geometry: when modelling a structure, a
set of additional parameters should be taken into account in order to facilitate
the process of analysing its performance. These parameters are acknowledged
as structural modelling entities and include nodes, bars and panels and match
real building elements as foundations, beams, slabs and so on. Some of these
entities also exist in the pure geometric model, sometimes with different
naming, and in fact determine a similar notion. For example, two points can
describe a line and in the same way, two connected nodes describe a structural
bar. What makes a significant difference in the representation of a structural
model is the need to attach structural attributes to each of its elements, while
the geometric model can be purely described by its topology. In addition, the
numbering of each element and its global orientation in relation to its local
axis definition are crucial points in the definition of a structural model (Figure
1). A simple bar element for example, is labelled with a number and is defined
by its two interconnected nodes i and j, each one numbered individually in the
global system. The accurate definition of nodes is important in structural
analysis since that is where all the calculations occur.
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Thus, each
e
node that definess geometry in GH needs to be modified
accordinngly to be reead by RSA.. For examplle in order too translate a line to a
structurral bar, the linne’s start andd end point ccoordinates aare extracted from GH
and are used to defiine two new nodes for RSA.
R
Those nnodes are theen used to
define a structural bbar since therre does not eexist an impliicit way of trranslating
a geom
metric line too a bar. Eaach structuraal member inn RSA is defined or
controllled using an appropriate interface,
i
whhich is includded in the AP
PI library,
called R
Robot Objectt Model [9]. A
An interface is a softwaree structure coomprising
a set off data, definned as attribuutes or mem
mbers, and opperations thaat can be
perform
med which arre called funnctions. Theese interfaces and their functions
match thhe operationss that a user follows to model
m
and anaalyse a structture in the
actual ssoftware enviironment. A node for exxample can bbe representeed by the
RobotN
Node interfacee, which amoong others inncludes three real numberrs for x, y
and z global cooordinates.
Each nodde can be managed uusing the
RobotN
NodeServer innterface, whiich for exam
mple includess the Createe function
for creaating a new node.
2.1. Example 1: Paarametric Trruss
ws the proceedure follow
wed to moddel a 2The foollowing exaample show
diamenssional definiition of a Trruss where iits performannce respondss to each
change of a parametter inside Graasshopper 3dd’s visual envvironment.

The truuss’s geomeetry was firsst defined pparametricallly so that aall of its
attributees could bee controlled in an inteeractive mannner. The ggeometric
attributees included the truss’ ovverall span, depth and nnumber of baays. The
coordinnates of the ppoints compriising its geom
metric conneectivity were stored in
x, y annd z prograamming listss and were then used in sequencee by the
RobotN
NodeServer innterface for structural nnodes to bee created. U
Using the
interface, each new structural node
n
is createed by inputtiing its globaal number
value annd its x,y,z coordinates. Each subseequent node is then connnected to
form strructural bars using the RoobotBarServeer following the same connnectivity
sequencce used in deefining the geometric moodel. Relativeely, the inputts needed
by the R
RobotBarSerrver interface are each bbar’s global nnumber valuue and its
start andd end node nnumber valuees.
The GH
H geometry iis then fully associated w
with RSA geoometry and pproperties,
consequuently geomeetrical param
meters implyy structural m
modelling paarameters.
At this stage, strucctural constraaints such ass supports, bbar sections,, material
propertiies and loadss need to be included in the model. T
This is done by using
RSA’s relevant inteerfaces and m
members in a similar waay, as the usser would
define them
t
using tthe softwaree’s Graphicall User Interfface (GUI). When a
structurral model inncludes all tthe informattion needed to be analyysed, the
calculattion engine interface (RoobotCalcEngiine) can be ccalled and thhe desired
results can
c be generrated and retuurned inside the GH custom componnent. The
results are returnedd by utilizingg the approppriate interfacce, dependinng on the
a the referrence to the structural enntity. For exxample as
type off the results and
shown iin Figures 2 and 3, nodaal deflectionn and bar forrce data wass returned
from thhe analysis. These resullts can now be used as pparametric ooutputs to
enable sstructural anaalysis visualiisation in Rhiinoceros 3D environmentt

Fig 2- Visuualisation of ddeflection under self-weightt in Rhino3D

Visualisation oof the distribuution of forces in each elemeent under self-weight in
Fig 3- V
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Furtherm
more, as a m
means to increease the functtionality of thhe performannce based
model, parametric ccontrol to additional strructural variaables was addded. An
additionn to the algoorithm enables any linee of load or any curve drawn in
Rhinoceeros‘s enviroonment to bee used to appply a distribuuted load caase on the
truss’ toop chord which can be controlled in real time byy curve contrrol points.
In a sim
milar mannerr, the truss’ support poinnts can be m
moved by usiing a GH
numericcal slider in rrespect to thee original edgge supports (ssee Figure 4)).

Fig 4 - Any arbitraary load case ccurve can be ddrawn in Rhinoo 3D and the ssupport
position can be changed ussing a numericcal slider in G
Grasshopper 3D
D

A wide range of parrameters is poossible to be added and coontrolled witthin GH’s
custom component for the truss and in thee current conntext, such ccontrol is
given bby selecting multiple loaad cases or load
l
case coombinations, different
truss tyypes (Brownn truss, Prattt truss and Vierendeel truss), secttion type
selection from RSA steel sectionn library and truss length ((see Figure 5).
5

Fig 5 - Defiining the truss’ parameters inn Grasshopper’s sketchpad..

2.2. Example 2: 3D
D Grillage
As the previous exaample illustrrated the genneration of a parametric structural
design m
model, it did not show the possibility for a commoonly shared ggeometric
model aamong the tw
wo disciplinees. In this exxample a 3-ddimensional structural
grillage is linked too a free-form
m surface thhat is modellled paramettrically in
Grasshoopper 3d. Byy this means,, any compleex architecturral skin can acquire a
structurre where itts performaance attributtes are vissualised inteeractively
respondding to the chhange of geom
metry.

Fig 6 - Free-form surface
s

In this ccase the paraametric surfaace is split innto regions acccording to the
t user’s
selection and is thenn transformeed to structurral data to bee read by thee analysis
softwaree. These rregions alsoo form the loading striips of the structure,
accordinng to the loadd-cases set by the user (F
Figure 7).

Fig 7 - Division in regions

The edgges of the ggenerated reggions are subbdivided intoo the desiredd grillage
spacing bays generaating structurral nodes. Thhe nodes are then offset normal
n
to
the surfface accordinng to a contrrollable param
meter which defines the height of
the grilllage. The sett of nodes aree then conneected with strructural bars in space,
to geneerate the 3-ddimensional grillage.
g
Thee surface loaading is trannslated to
nodal looading to be applied to tthe structurall nodes. The constrain coonditions,
section types and maaterial propeerties are alsoo parameters that can be ddefined in
a generrative manneer by the user, either using numerical sliderrs or text
componnents. It is thhe user’s choice to compuute the analyytical model inside
i
the
Structurral Analysis software, inn order to pperform morre rigorous analytical
a
tasks (aas this toolss’ capabilitiees are limiteed to concepptual analysiis), or to
visualise the currennt results in Grasshopperr. The follow
wing images illustrate
the anallytical modell in RSA inclluding the pooint loads asssigned on to structural
nodes and the constrrain conditions (Figure 8)) and the visuualisation of the stress
distribuution along thhe bars of thee grillage in G
Grasshopper’’s envormentt.

Fig 8 - Analytical m
model in Roboot Structural A
Analysis

Fig 9-- Visualisationn of stress ratioos in Grasshoppper 3d.

2.3. Example 3: Intteractive An
nalysis of a ffree form surrface

A moree complex case is invvestigated inn this sectioon, which rrelates to
translatting any freee-form surfface (Figuree 10) to a strructural sheell which
is able to withstannd the exteernal loadinng conditionns itself wiithout an
alternatte supportinng system aas was the case of thee 2nd exampple. It is
anticipaated that such
s
modelss demand a larger effoort to be geenerated,
analyseed and assesssed and thuus being able to controol geometry changes
with innstant resultt feedback would gennerate an effficient tooll for the
designeer.

Fig 10 – Free-forrm surface conntrol-point hanndling

For the surface to bee analysed ass a shell struccture it needss to be transfformed to
a Finitte Element mesh withh analytical informationn for its structural
assessm
ment. Therefoore, as a first step to thhe process, the
t free-form
m surface
needs too be convertted into a triiangular messh. A standaard GH com
mponent is
used too mesh any surface thatt is either ddrawn in Rhhino 3D or described
paramettrically in GH. The meshh settings are controlled by the compponent to
shape m
more a unifoorm discretissation of thee surface. GH
H’s mesh ouutput is a
connecttivity matrix of vertices, edges and faaces. This infformation neeeds to be

decomposed in elements that can be read by the structural analysis component.
The mesh vertices are translated in a list of points in 3D space, which are then
translated in structural nodes inside the analysis component. Up to this point,
no relation between the nodes exists only an unreferenced point cloud is drawn
in RSA. The connectivity of each face is then used to create arrays of nodes by
selecting the three points that comprise each face out of the list. Finite
elements can then be created by utilizing the arrays created using the
FiniteElems interface in RSA. Structural properties need to then be applied,
which are treated in a way that allows them to be controlled parametrically by
the user through the GH graphical interface. The properties that are essential
for the analytical process are: the type of the elements, which are set to planar
3-node elements with constant thickness, the material that either is pre-set
from RSA’s library or can manually be defined by its properties and the
element’s thickness. The model’s supports are initialised to the edges by
selecting all the nodes that lie on the mesh’s outline. The border of the mesh
is isolated by utilizing the topological information of the mesh by accessing
Rhino.NET SDK [10]. A routine is formed to run through all the edges that
form the mesh’s topology and select the ones that are “naked”, which means
that they are only connected to one face. The vertices that belong to those
edges are output to the analysis component and are selected as nodes that
contain support information. The option of adding supports on points that did
not necessarily coincided with the mesh vertices was also implemented by
subdividing the mesh around the area to be supported. The topological
information is lost when the mesh is translated to FE for the structural
modelling and therefore the index of each support vertex needs to be found
from the list of nodes that are already drawn in the model. After the structural
information database is complete, the calculation interface can be called and
results can be output for each finite element.
For the purpose of graphical representation of the FEA results, each face was
translated into a triangulated surface while keeping the topological information
of the mesh. Consequently, the analysis results are mapped with each surface
facet and their values can be tagged accordingly or coloured using a GH

Gradiennt componennt. This resuults to the interactive rrepresentatioon of the
impact of change oon the geom
metry or the cconstraints oof the initiall NURBS
surface in Rhino’s V
Viewport (seee Figure 11).

Figg 11 - Graphiccal representattion of surfacee stress ratios iin Grasshoppeer 3D

3. Con
nclusions
An Integration betw
ween the form
m and its struuctural perforrmance was iillustrated
throughh the synerggy between Parametric Design andd Structural Analysis
softwaree. This com
mbination ennabled an innteractive appproach to structural
design, a function w
which currenttly is sparinggly applied foor solving enngineering
problem
ms. As mentiooned in the iintroduction, tools that aiid fast and asssociative
design are readily available too architects. These allow
w them to generate,
analyse and manipullate models qquickly, whille being ablee to visualise results in
a real-tiime manner. This processs often leadds to architeccturally elegaant design
solutionns. The invoolvement of a structurall engineer inn the early stages of
design is essential in modern architecturee and particcularly in reegards to
complexx forms. This offers a quick insight too the structurral performannce of the

form and aids increasing efficiency in the whole design process. However,
without the use of compatible tools, an engineer not only fails to support
architectural design but also moves away from efficient solutions. The
generation of structurally responsive parametric models enables the iteration
between ranges of efficient solutions while being able to react to each change
of the architectural geometry rapidly.
This paper demonstrated the application of the method through three
examples: a simply supported truss, a 3D grillage and a shell structure of a
free-form surface. The possibility for all three models to adapt to multiple
variations of shape and the continuous user interaction was persistent in all
cases. This also illustrates the methods’ applicability to a range of architectural
and structural engineering problems.
3.1. Future Work
Future extensions to the performance based parametric components include:
-

-

-

The initialisation of Robot Structural Analysis member design engine
would allow designing and checking structural members while
ensuring their structural efficiency.
The implementation of improved subdivision algorithms for the
generation of mesh emitters around the support points to improve the
distribution of stresses related to the interactive analysis of a shell
structures.
Including a greater range of structural elements in a single model
would allow the generation of performance models which contain
largest amounts of assessable information which would enable a more
holistic approach to the problem.
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